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Ideas cultivated in spectral geometry are applied to obtain an asymptotic property
of a reversible random walk on an infinite graph satisfying a certain periodic condition.
In the course of our argument, we employ perturbation theory for the maximal
eigenvalues of twisted transition operator. As a result, an asymptotic of the prob-
ability p(n, x, y) that a particle starting at x reaches y at time n as n goes to infinity
is established.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Much attention has been paid to discrete spectral geometry for the past
decade as a new direction of pure and applied mathematics (cf. [2]). Its
main object is the spectra of the discrete Laplacian defined on finite or
infinite graphs. Techniques developed in spectral geometry of Riemannian
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manifolds are transplanted effectively, with the benefit of combinatorial
concepts in graph theory, into discrete spectral geometry. The present paper,
devoted exclusively to an asymptotic property of a random walk, is considered
to be an example in this scheme.
A classical random walk is defined as a temporally and spatially homo-
geneous Markov chain with discrete time parameter on the set of lattice
points in the Euclidean space. As is seen in F. Spitzer [9], the invariance
of the transition probability under the translation in the additive group
allows us to use harmonic analysis as a powerful tool for the study of such
Markov chains. This is especially the case when we establish an asymptotic
for the transition probability. In the present paper, we shall treat the
Markov chains on more general state spaces that are equipped with such
invariance to some extent. Thanks to the invariance, an interplay between
probability and harmonic analysis is still performed. We shall confine our-
selves to a class of reversible Markov chains with the property that a
particle at a given site can move to only finitely many sites in one unit of
time and determine the constants appearing in the asymptotic explicitly.
Let X=(V, E) be an infinite, connected, locally finite graph (possibly
having loop-edges and multiple edges). Here, V stands for the set of its
vertices and E the set of all oriented edges. For an edge e # E, the origin
and the terminus of e are denoted by o(e) and t(e), respectively. The
inverse edge of e is denoted by e .
A random walk on X is given by a positive valued function p: E  R
satisfying
:
e # Ex
p(e)=1, (1)
where Ex=[e # E: o(e)=x]. We consider p(e) the probability that a
particle placed at o(e) moves to t(e) along the edge e in one unit time. If,
in addition, there is a positive valued function m: V  R such that
p(e) m(o(e))= p(e ) m(t(e)) for e # E, (2)
then the random walk is said to be reversible, and the function m is called
a reversible measure for the random walk. Note that m is uniquely deter-
mined up to a constant multiple, as a consequence of connectedness of X.
The isotropic random walk on X is the one associated with the functions
p and m given by
p(e)=deg o(e)&1, m(x)=deg x,
where deg x=*Ex denotes the degree of the vertex x. It is easy to see that
the isotropic random walk is reversible.
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A path c=(e1 , e2 , ..., en) is a sequence of edges with t(e i)=o(ei+1) for
i=1, ..., n&1. Put
|c|=n, o(c)=o(e1), t(c)=t(en), (3)
p(c)= p(e1) } } } p(en). (4)
The probability that a particle starting at x reaches y at time n is given
by
p(n, x, y)= :
o(c)=x,
t(c)= y
c,
|c|=n
p(c) for n # N,
(5)
p(0, x, y)={1 for x= y0 for x{ y.
Our main concern is an asymptotic behavior of p(n, x, y) as n goes to
infinity. It is expected that, if a graph X has a certain ‘‘uniform’’ property,
there exist positive constants C, : and *1 such that
p(n, x, y)tCn&:*n (n A ). (6)
The purpose of this paper is to see that this is the case when ‘‘uniformly’’
comes from a co-finite action on X of an abelian group. Actually we find
that *=1, and C, : are described explicitly in geometrical terms.
2. SETTINGS AND RESULTS
We now set up the class of graphs which we shall treat in the present
paper. Let X be an infinite graph which has an abelian group 1 of auto-
morphisms satisfying
1. 1 acts freely on X, namely _x{x (x # V) and _e{e (e # E) for
_{1 # 1,
2. the quotient graph X0=1"X is finite,
3. the functions p and m are invariant under the 1-action.
The isotropic random walk on X with the first two properties satisfies
automatically the third condition.
A fundamental set F of X for the 1-action is a subset of V such that
V= 
_ # 1
_F.
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We put m(F)=x # F m(x). It should be noted that m(F) does not
depend on the choice of a fundamental set F. Denote the rank of 1 by k.
Theorem 1. Let X, 1 and F be as above.
1. If X is a non-bipartite graph,
p(n, x, y)t
m( y) m(F)(k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2 (n A ).
2. If X is a bipartite graph with a bipartition V=A}B, and
(a) if x, y # A or x, y # B,
{
p(n, x, y)=0
p(n, x, y)t
2m( y) m(F)(k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2
for n=2m&1,
for n=2m (m A ),
(b) if x # A, y # B or x # B, y # A,
{
p(n, x, y)=0
p(n, x, y)t
2m( y) m(F) (k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2
for n=2m,
for n=2m&1 (m A ).
Corollary 2.1. If k2 (resp. k3), the random walk on X satisfying
the conditions as in Theorem 1 is recurrent (resp. transient).
See Section 7 for the definition of bipartiteness.
In the above theorem, 1 denotes the group of unitary characters of 1.
The volume vol(1 ) is that with respect to the Lebesgue measure induced
by the canonical injection of 1 into the Jacobian torus J(X0)=H1(X0 , R)
H1(X0 , Z), where J(X0) has the flat metric associated with the function p
and m. Detailed explanation will be given in Section 5.
Since the asymptotic for p(n, x, y) does not depend on the choice of
1 as far as it satisfies our conditions, we conclude that rank 1 and
m(F)(k2)&1 vol(1 )&1 are determined by the random walk on X.
We also remark that m( y) m(F)(k2)&1 vol(1 )&1 does not depend on the
constant multiple, which remains free to be chosen, of the reversible measure.
There are a few examples whose vol(1 ) has been explicitly computed. In
the case of the isotropic random walk on the maximal abelian covering
graph of a finite graph X0 , or equivalently when 1=H1(X0 , Z), we may
express vol(1 ) in terms of the number of maximal trees in X0 [7]. In the
examples below (see the last section for the figures), the k-dimensional
lattice and the hexagonal lattice are the maximal abelian covering graphs
of finite graphs while the triangular lattice and the Kagome lattice are not.
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We shall give a recipe to compute vol(1 ) of them explicitly in the last
section. As a consequence, the above Theorem illustrates the asymptotics
of the transition probabilities computed by the Fourier series technique
(cf. [8]).
Example 1. The k-dimensional lattice Zk
p(n, x, x)t2(2k)k2 (4?n)&k2 (n=2m A ).
Example 2. The triangular lattice (k=2)
p(n, x, x)t2 - 3 (4?n)&k2 (n A ).
Example 3. The hexagonal lattice (k=2)
p(n, x, x)t6 - 3 (4?n)&k2 (n=2m A ).
Example 4. The Kagome lattice (k=2)
p(n, x, x)t
8 - 3
3
(4?n)&k2 (n A ).
An interesting question arises when 1 is non-abelian; what can we say
about the asymptotic of p(n, x, y)? We conjecture that (6) holds and the
constant * is the supremum of the spectrum of the transition operator.
There are a few cases that this conjecture is true [8].
We now summarize the idea for the proof of Theorem 1. We begin by
introducing the transition operators associated with a random walk in the
context of graph theory. The transition operator L for a graph satisfying
our condition commutes with the 1-action so that, thanks to commutativity
of 1, one may decompose L into a direct integral of twisted transition
operators L/ over the group 1 of unitary characters / of 1. We then
observe that p(n, x, y) is expressed as the integral of the matrix element of
Ln/ over 1 . It turns out, in the case of non-bipartite graphs (resp. bipartite
graphs), that the maximal eigenvalue (resp. the maximal and minimal
eigenvalues) of L/ around the trivial character 1 dominates the integral
when n tends to infinity. Applying a perturbation method to the maximal
eigenvalue *1(/), we are able to compute the Hessian of *1(/) at the trivial
character, which is a key to the proof, as the following
Theorem 2.
Hess/=1 *1(|, |)=&
8?2
m(F)
&|&2 (| # T11 ).
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Here & }& is defined in Section 5. Finally, using the Morse lemma, we
reduce the asymptotic of the integral to the one for the 1-function, and
obtain the asymptotic of p(n, x, y) as n goes to infinity.
3. THE TRANSITION OPERATORS
Let X=(V, E) be a general graph on which a reversible random walk is
given. Put
C 0(X)=[ f: V  C], (7)
C1(X)=[|: E  C | |(e )=&|(e) for e # E], (8)
and define the operator L: C0(X)  C0(X) by
(Lf )(x)= :
e # Ex
p(e) f (t(e)). (9)
The operator L is what we call the transition operator associated with the
random walk. We easily see that
(Lnf )(x)= :
|c|=n
c
o(c)=x,
p(c) f (t(c))= :
y # V
p(n, x, y) f ( y). (10)
The transition operator L is related to the discrete Laplacian associated
with the weight functions
mV (x)=m(x),
(11)
mE (e)=p(e) m(o(e)).
Notice that mE (e )=mE (e). To explain it, define the linear operators
d: C0(X)  C1(X) and $: C1(X)  C0(X) as
df (e)= f (t(e))& f (o(e)) for f # C 0(X), (12)
($|)(x)=&
1
mV (x)
:
e # Ex
mE (e) |(e)
=& :
e # Ex
p(e) |(e) for | # C1(X). (13)
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The discrete Laplacian 2 is defined by
(2f )(x)=($ df )(x)=&
1
mV (x)
:
e # Ex
( f (t(e))& f (o(e))) mE (e). (14)
We easily find
L=I&2. (15)
Consider the Hilbert spaces
l(V)={ f # C0(X) } :x # V | f (x)|
2 mV (x)<=
with the inner product ( f1 , f2) =x # V f1(x) f2(x) mV (x), and
l2(E)={| # C1(X) } 12 :e # E ||(e)|
2 mE (e)<=
with the inner product (|1 , |2) = 12 e # E |1(e) |2(e) mE (e). It is straight-
forward to check that
(df, |)=( f, $|) , &df &22 & f &2. (16)
Due to (16), the operator L turns out to be a bounded self-adjoint operator
on l2(V) with &L&1. Hence the spectrum Spec(L) of L is a closed subset
in [&1, 1].
4. THE TWISTED TRANSITION OPERATORS
We now let X=(V, E) be a graph on which an abelian group 1 acts
freely as an automorphism group. We assume that the quotient graph
X0=(V0 , E0)=1"X is finite. The canonical morphism .: X  X0 is a
covering map in the sense that
1. . is surjective as a map between the sets of vertices,
2. the map .|Ex : Ex  E0.(x) is bijective for every x # V.
We also assume that p and m are 1-invariant, and therefore there exist
functions p0 : E0  R and m0 : V0  R such that p= p0 b . and m=m0 b ..
We easily see that p0 and m0 define a reversible random walk on X0 . By
abuse of the notation, we sometimes denote p0 and m0 simply by p and m,
respectively.
We may also start from a reversible random walk on a finite graph X0
with p0 and m0 to obtain the situation as above by considering a covering
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map onto X0 . To be more precise, take a regular covering graph of .: X  X0
with abelian covering transformation group 1. The covering graph X is
called briefly an abelian covering graph of X0 . Taking the lifts of p0 and m0 ,
we have a reversible random walk on X with 1-invariant p and m.
There exists an abelian covering graph X ab0 of X0 whose covering trans-
formation group is the 1-homology group H1(X0 , Z) with coefficients in Z,
the ring if integers. The covering graph X ab0 is the maximal abelian covering
graph of X0 in the sense that for any abelian covering graph X of X0 , there
exists a covering map Xab0  X which factorizes the covering map X
ab
0  X0 .
It should be noted that the covering transformation group 11 of the covering
map Xab0  X is a subgroup of H1(X0 , Z), and the group 1 of the covering
transformation group of the covering map X  X0 is isomorphic to the
quotient group H1(X0 , Z)11 . The k-dimensional lattice Zk and the
Hexagonal lattice are the maximal abelian covering graphs, for examples.
For a unitary character / of 1, that is a homomorphism /: 1  U(1), we
define the twisted transition operator L/ in the following way.
Let
l2/=[ f : X  C | f (_x)=/(_) f (x) for _ # 1].
Note that the dimension of l2x is *V0=N.
Lemma 4.1. The operator L preserves l2/ , i.e. L(l
2
/)/l
2
/ .
Proof.
Lf (_x)= :
e # E_x
p(e) f (t(e))= :
e # Ex
p(_e) f (t(_e))
= :
e # Ex
p(e) f (_t(e))= :
e # Ex
p(e) /(_) f (t(e))
=/(_)(Lf )(x). K
The restriction L/ :=L|l2/ is called the twisted transition operator. Take
a fundamental set F/V. The inner product on l2/ is defined by
( f, g)/= :
x # F
f (x) g(x) m(x). (17)
With respect to this inner product, L/ is self-adjoint.
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5. THE GROUP OF UNITARY CHARACTERS
Put
C 0R(X0)=[ f: V0  R], (18)
C 1R(X0)=[|: E0  R | |(e )=&|(e) for e # E0]. (19)
Let us consider 1-cohomology group H1(X0 , R)=C 1R(X0)Image(d ). It is
known as the discrete Kodaira-Hodge theorem that H1(X0 , R) is identified
with the space [| # C 1R(X0) | $|=0] of harmonic 1-forms. In this identifi-
cation, the 1-cohomology group H1(X0 , Z) with coefficients in Z corresponds
to the lattice subgroup
{| # H1(X0 , R) } |c | # Z for every closed path c in X0 = ,
where c |=
n
i=1 |(ei) for c=(e1 , ..., en). The group H 1(X0 , Z) of unitary
characters of the 1-homology group H1(X0 , Z) with coefficients in Z is
identified with the Jacobian torus J(X0)=H1(X0 , R)H1(X0 , Z) in the
following way. For a given | # H1(X0 , R), define the unitary character /|
by
/|(_)=exp \2? - &1 |c |+ , (20)
where _ is represented by a 1-cycle c, that is a Z-linear combination of closed
paths in X0 . The correspondence | [ /| gives rise to an isomorphism of
the Jacobian torus onto the group of unitary characters of H1(X0 , Z).
We denote by 1 the group of unitary characters of 1. The surjective
homomorphsim ’: H1(X0 , Z)  1 gives rise to an injective homomorphism
1  H 1(X0 , Z)$J(X0). From now on, we identify 1 with the image in J(X0).
Then /| # 1 if and only if c | # Z for every 1-cycle in X0 with ’(c)=1. It
is easy to check that the tangent space T11 of 1 at the trivial character 1
coincides with
[| # H1(X0 , R) | /| # 1 ].
We introduce a flat metric on J(X0) induced from the Euclidean metric
on H1(X0 , R) given by
&|&2= 12 :
e # E
||(e)| 2 mE (e) (| # H1(X0 , R)), (21)
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and also a flat metric on 1 induced from J(X0) through the inclusion
1 /J(X0). The volume vol(1 ) of 1 means the one with respect to this
metric.
Let 11 be a subgroup of 1 with finite index l, and put 11"X=X1
=(V1 , E1). The finite graph X1 is an l-fold covering graph of X0 .
Lemma 5.1.
vol(1 1)=l(k2)&1 vol(1 ) (22)
where k=rank 1=rank 11 .
Proof. The covering map : X1  X0 induces the injective homo-
morphism *: H1(X0 , R)  H1(X1 , R) and the covering homomorphism
*: J(X0)  J(X1). Actually *| is the pull-back of |. We easily find that
*(1 )=1 1 and *: 1  1 1 is an l-fold covering homomorphism. Note
that &*|&2=l &|&2 and therefore vol(1 1)=l(k2)&1 vol(1 ). K
6. VARIATION OF THE MAXIMAL EIGENVALUES
Fix a vertex x0 in V and let |~ be the lift of | # T11 to V. We now define
the function s0 on V by
x0(x)=exp \2? - &1 |
x
x0
|~ + (23)
To check that the right hand side of (23) does not depend on the choice
of a path joining x0 and x, take two paths c1 and c2 such that o(ci)=x0
and t(ci)=x for i=1, 2. Denote the inverse path for c2 by c2 . The product
c=c1 c2 is a closed path in X. Let c0 be the image of c in X0 by the cover-
ing map .: X  X0 . Then regarding c0 as a 1-cycle, we have ’(c0)=1 since
a lift of c0 to X is closed path. Therefore
|
c1
|~ &|
c2
|~ =|
c
|~ =|
c0
| # Z, (24)
and hence
exp \2? - &1 |c1 |~ +=exp \2? - &1 |c2 |~ + , (25)
as desired.
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We observe
s0(_x)=exp \2? - &1 |
_x
x0
|~ +
=exp \2? - &1 |
x
x0
|~ + exp \2? - &1 |
_x
x
|~ +
=/(_) s0(x), (26)
and hence s0 # l2/ .
Let f # l2(V0) and f be the lift of f to X. Then f s0 # l2/ . The operator L
acts on f s0 as
L( f s0)(x)= :
e # Ex
p(e) f (t(e)) s0(t(e))
= :
e # Ex
p(e) f (t(e)) exp \2? - &1 |
x
x0
|~ + exp \2? - &1 |
t(e)
x
|~ +
=\ :e # Ex p(e) exp(2? - &1 |~ (e)) f (t(e))+ s0(x). (27)
Define a unitary map U: l2(V0)  l2/ by U( f )= f s0 and put H/=
U&1L/ U: l2(V0)  l2(V0). Then we find that H/ (and hence L/) depends
smoothly on / as is seen in
(H/ f )(x)= :
e # E0x
p(e) exp(2? - &1 |(e)) f (t(e)). (28)
We enumerate the eigenvalues *i (/) # [&1, 1] (i=1, ..., N) of the
operator H/ , and therefore those of L/ , with repetition according to the
multiplicity:
*1(/)*2(/) } } } *N(/). (29)
We have the following relationship between the spectrum of L and the
eigenvalues of L/ for / # 1 ;
Spec(L)= .
N
k=1
[*k(/) | / # 1 ], (30)
where Spec(L) denotes the spectrum of L. Especially we have
sup Spec(L)=1. (31)
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This is a consequence of the direct integral decomposition of L over 1 (see
Appendix);
l2(V)=|

1
l2/ d/, (32)
L=|

1
L/ d/, (33)
where d/ denotes the normalized Haar measure on 1 . It should be noted
that the function *i=*i (/) is a continuous function in /, and that *1(1)
is a simple eigenvalue of H1 with constant eigenfunctions. Applying the
perturbation theory to *1 , we conclude that the function *1 is smooth
around the trivial character 1, and that there is a smooth family of func-
tions f/ such that H/ f/=*1(/) f/ and f1 #1.
We want to compute the Hessian of *1(/) at /=1. For this sake, take
the path /t=/t| in 1 through the trivial character 1 at t=0. Put Ht=H/t ,
ft= f/t and *1(t)=*1(/t) near t=0 such that
1. Ht ft=*1(t) ft ,
2. f0 #1,
3. *1(0)=1.
We see *$1(0)=0 since *1=*1(/) attains its maximum 1 at /=1.
Theorem 6.1 (cf. [6], [10]).
Hess/=1 *1(|, |)=&
8?2
m(V0)
&|&2. (34)
Note m(V0)=m(F).
Proof. Differentiating both sides of the equation
(Ht ft)(x)= :
e # E0x
p(e) exp(2? - &1 t|(e)) ft(t(e))=*1(t) ft(x), (35)
with respect to t, we have
:
e # E0x
p(e) 2? - &1 |(e) exp(2? - &1 t|(e)) ft(t(e))
+ :
e # E0x
p(e) exp(2? - &1 t|(e)) f $t(t(e))
=*$1(t) ft(x)+*1(t) f $t(x). (36)
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Differentiating again and putting t=0, we get
&4?2 :
e # E0x
p(e) |(e)2 f0(t(e))
+4? - &1 :
e # E0x
p(e) |(e) f $0(t(e))+ :
e # E0x
p(e) f "0(t(e))
=*"1(0) f0(x)+2*$1(0) f $0(x)+*1(0) f "0(x). (37)
Multiplying both sides of (37) by m(x) and taking sum over V0 , we find
that the right hand side is
:
x # V0
(*"1(0)+ f "0(x)) m(x). (38)
On the other hand, taking look at the equalities
&4?2 :
x # V0
:
e # E0x
p(e) w(e)2 m(x) f0(t(e))
=&4?2 :
x # V0
:
e # E0x
p(e) w(e)2 m(x)
=&4?2 :
e # E0
p(e) w(e)2 m(o(e))=&8?2 &|&2, (39)
:
x # V0
:
e # E0x
p(e) |(e) f $0(t(e)) m(x)
= :
e # E0
p(e) |(e) f $0(t(e)) m(o(e))
= :
e # E0
|(e) f $0(t(e)) mE (e)
= :
e # E0
|(e ) f $0(t(e )) mE (e )
=& :
e # E0
|(e) f $0(o(e)) mE (e)
=& :
x # V0
f $0(x) :
e # E0x
|(e) mE (e)=0, (40)
:
x # V0
:
e # E0x
p(e) f "0(t(e)) m(x)
= :
e # E0
f "0(t(e)) mE (e)
=(Lf "0 , 1) =( f "0 , L1) =( f "0 , 1) = :
x # V0
f "0(x) m(x), (41)
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we find that the left hand side is
:
x # V0
f "0(x) m(x)&8?2 &|&2. (42)
Comparing (38) and (42), we obtain
*"1(0) :
x # V0
m(x)=&8?2 &|&2. (43)
This proves the lemma. K
Remark. The operator 2/=I&L/ is a discrete analogue of the twisted
Laplacian acting on sections of the flat line bundle associated with the
character /. In fact, the above theorem has a counterpart in spectral
geometry of compact Riemannian manifolds (see [6]).
7. AN INTEGRAL EXPRESSION OF p(n, x, y)
Let x, y # V. Notice that we can take a fundamental set F containing
both x and y. For each z # F, define a modified delta function fz # l2/ by
fz(w)={/(_)0
if w=_z,
otherwise.
(44)
Now we have
(Ln/ fy , fx)/ = :
z # F
:
w # V
p(n, z, w) fy(w) fx(z) m(z)
= :
w # V
p(n, x, w) fy(w) m(x)
= :
w # F
:
_ # 1
p(n, x, _w) fy(_w) m(x)
= :
_ # 1
/(_) p(n, x, _y) m(x). (45)
By using the orthogonal relation of unitary characters;
|
1
/(_) d/={1 _=1,0 _{1, (46)
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we obtain
p(n, x, y) m(x)=|
1
(Ln/ fy , fx) / d/. (47)
Let ,/, 1 , ..., ,/, N be an orthonormal basis of l2/ with L/,/, i=*i (/) ,/, i
(i=1, ..., N). One can take ,/, i in such a way that ,/, i ’s are integrable in /,
,1, 1 #m(F)&12 and ,/, 1 is smooth around /=1. Since ( fx , ,/, i) /=
,/, i (x) m(x), we have
fx= :
N
i=1
,/, i( fx , ,/, i) /= :
N
i=1
,/, i ,/, i (x) m(x), (48)
Ln/ fy= :
N
i=1
*i (/)n ,/, i,/, i ( y) m( y). (49)
Therefore, we have
(Ln/ fy , fx)/= :
N
i=1
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) m(x) m( y). (50)
Combining this with (47), we obtain
p(n, x, y)=|
1
:
N
i=1
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) m( y) d/. (51)
8. EXTREMAL EIGENVALUES OF L/
From (51), we find that the characters / with *1(/)=1 or *N(/)=&1
play a key role in the asymptotic of p(n, x, y) as n goes to infinity.
Lemma 8.1. Let f0.
1. If L/ f =\f, then | f |#const,
2. If L/ f =f, then /=1,
3. If L/ f =& f, then /(_)=\1 for every _ # 1.
Proof. 1. It follows from the equation L/ f =\f that (L/ | f | )(x)
| f | (x). Since | f | (_x)=| f | (x), | f | is regarded as a function of V0 . So
we can assume that | f | attains its maximum at a vertex, say x0 . Thus
| f (x0)|e # Ex0 p(e) | f (t(e))|| f (x0)|, from which we conclude that
| f (t(e))|=| f (x0)|. Since X is connected, we have | f |# | f (x0)|.
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2. Suppose L/ f =f. We may assume without loss of generality that
| f |#1. The corresponding eigenfunction, also denoted by f, of the unitarily
equivalent operator H/ satisfies | f |#1 and
:
e # Ex
p(e) exp(2? - &1 |(e)) f (t(e))= f (x).
Use the fact that if complex numbers zi (i=1, ..., n) with |zi |=1 and
positive numbers pi (i=1, ..., n) with ni=1 pi=1 satisfy |
n
i=1 pizi |=1,
then z1= } } } =zn . Therefore exp(2? - &1 |(e)) f (t(e))= f (o(e)) and
exp(2? - &1 c |)=1 for every closed path c. Hence /=1.
3. By the same argument as above, we find exp(2? - &1 |(e))
f (t(e))=&f (o(e)) and
/(c)={1&1
if |c| is even
if |c| is odd. K
Corollary 8.2. 1. *1(/)=1 if and only if /=1.
2. If *N(/)=&1, then /(_)=\1 for every _ # 1.
A graph X=(V, E) is said to be bipartite if there exists a partition
V=A } B such that either o(e) # A and t(e) # B or o(e) # B and t(e) # A
occur, or equivalently every closed path has even length. It should be noted
that every covering graph of a bipartite graph is also bipartite (the
converse is not necessarily true). For a bipartite graph X with a bipartition
V=A } B, we define the unitary map U: l2(V)  l2(V) by
(Uf )(x)={ f (x)& f (x)
(x # A)
(x # B).
(52)
Then we have UL=&LU, and hence L and &L are unitarily equivalent.
In particular, for our class of graphs, if X is bipartite, then inf Spec(L)=
&1 because sup Spec(L)=1, and therefore one can find a character / such
that &1 is an eigenvalue of L/ . We shall establish the converse.
Lemma 8.3. If there is a function f0 # l2/ which satisfies L/ f =& f,
then X0 is bipartite, or 1 has a subgroup 11 of index two such that
X1=11"X is bipartite and X1=11"X  X0=1"X is a double covering.
Proof. By the above lemma, /(_)=\1. If /=1, then l2/=l
2(V0) and
Lf = & f so that X0 is bipartite. Suppose /{1. Let 11=Ker /. Then
[1, 11]=2. The function f is regarded as a l2-function on the set V1 of
vertices of X1 . Therefore X1 is bipartite. K
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Corollary 8.4. If inf Spec(L)=&1, then X0 is bipartite or 1 has a
subgroup 11 of index two such that X1=11"X is bipartite. In either case, X
is a bipartite graph.
Remark. For more general class of graphs, Y. Higuchi [5] proved that
if inf Spec(L)=&1, then X is bipartite.
Remark. Let X w1 X0 be an arbitrary regular covering map. We find
that X is bipartite if and only if X0 is bipartite or 1 has a subgroup 11 of
index two such that X1=11"X is bipartite. In fact, this is a consequence
of the following fact. Let G be an automorphism group of bipartite graph
X=(V, E) and V=A } B be the bipartition. Then G0=[g # G | gA=A]
coincides with G or is a subgroup of G of index 2. To see this, it is enough
to prove that if gA{A, then gA=B. In other words, there exists a homo-
morphism of G into Z2 , the permutation group of [A, B], whose kernel
is G0 . Take x0 # A with gx0 # B, if any. For an arbitrary x # A, there is a
path c=(e1 , ..., e2n) with o(c)=x0 and t(c)=x. Then gc=(ge1 , ..., ge2n) is
a path wide o(gc)= gx0 and t(gc)= gx. So we see gx # B.
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We shall divide our argument into two cases;
1. the case that X is non-bipartite,
2. the case that X is bipartite.
Theorem 9.1. When X is non-bipartite,
p(n, x, y)t
m( y) m(F)(k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2 (n A ), (53)
Proof. Write
p(n, x, y)=m( y) |
1
:
N
i=1
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) d/
=m( y) |
1
*1(/)n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y) d/
+m( y) |
1
:
N
i=2
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) d/. (54)
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Put : :=sup [ |*i (/)|: i=2, ..., N, / # 1 ]<1. Then
} |1 :
N
i=2
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) d/ }C:n, (55)
for some constant C. Therefore it suffices to establish an asymptotic
behavior of the integral 1 *1(/)
n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y) d/. Let U1 be an arbitrary
small neighborhood of 1 in 1 and U c1 be its compliment. We decompose
the integral as
|
1
*1(/)n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y) d/
=|
U1
*1(/)n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y) d/+|
U c1
*1(/)n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y) d/. (56)
We will see that the first term of the above integral decreases to zero in
polynomial order in n while the second term does in exponential order
since
sup [*1(/) | / # U c1 ]<1. (57)
Choose an orthonormal basis |1 , ..., |k of T11 /H1(X0 , R). Putting
|=v1|1+ } } } +vk |k , we have a local coordinate system (v1 , ..., vk) of U1 .
In this coordinate system,
d/=d/|=
1
vol(1 )
dv1 } } } dvk , (58)
From Theorem 6.1, it follows that
*1(/)=*1(v1 , ..., vk)=1&
4?2
m(F)
(v21+ } } } +v
2
k)+O( |v|
3). (59)
Applying the Morse lemma, one can find a local coordinates u1 , ..., uk in
U1 such that
{*1(/)vi (0)
=*1(v1(u), ..., vk(u))=1&(u21+ } } } +u
2
k),
=0.
(60)
It is easy to see that the Jacobian determinant for the coordinate change
from (v1 , ..., vk) to (u1 , ..., uk) satisfies
J(u)= } (v1 , ..., vk)(u1 , ..., uk) }=\
m(F)
4?2 +
k2
+O( |u| ). (61)
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Putting h(/)=,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y), we also have
h(u)=h(/(u))=m(F)&1+O( |u| ), (62)
since h(1)=m(F)&1.
Now we take U1 =[(u1 , ..., uk) | u21+ } } } +u
2
k<=
2] for 0<=<1. We
obtain
|
U1
*1(/)n h(/) d/=vol(1 )&1 |
U1
(1&|u| 2)n J(u) h(u) du, (63)
Employing the polar coordinate
u=r%, for 0r=, % # S k&1(1),
we have
|
U1
(1&|u|2)n J(u) h(u) du
=\m(F)4?2 +
k2
3k&1m(F)&1
_\|
=
0
(1&r2)n rk&1 dr+|
=
0
(1&r2)n rk&1O(r) dr+ , (64)
where 3k&1=2?k21(k2) is the area of the k&1 dimensional unit sphere.
Note
|
=
0
(1&r2)n rk&1 dr=|
1
0
(1&r2)n rk&1 dr&|
1
=
(1&r2)n rk&1 dr
=
1
2
1(n+1) 1(k2)
1(n+1+(k2)
+O((1&=2)n). (65)
We may eliminate the second term. Recall the Stirling formula
1(t)=e&ttt&(12) - 2? \1+O \1t++ . (66)
We thus obtain
|
=
0
(1&r2)n rk&1 drt 121(k2) n&k2 (n A ). (67)
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On the other hand,
|
=
0
(1&r2)n rk&1O(r) dr=O(n&(k+1)2) (n A ). (68)
Therefore
|
U1
*1(/)n h(/) d/tvol(1 )&1 \m(F)4?2 +
k2
3k&1m(F)&1
1(k2) n&k2
2
=
m(F)(k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2. K (69)
We now proceed to the case that X is bipartite.
Theorem 9.2. When X is a bipartite graph with a bipartition V=A } B,
and
1. if x, y # A or x, y # B,
{
p(n, x, y)=0
p(n, x, y)t
2m( y) m(F) (k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2
for n=2m&1,
for n=2m (m A ),
(70)
2. if x # A, y # B or x # B, y # A,
{
p(n, x, y)=0
p(n, x, y)t
2m( y) m(F) (k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2
for n=2m,
for n=2m&1 (m A ),
(71)
In view of Lemma 5.1 and Remark after Corollary 8.4, we may assume
without loss of generality, that 1 preserves bipartition of X, by taking a
double covering of X0 , if necessary.
Proposition 9.3. L/ and &L/ are unitarily equivalent. In particular,
*i (/)=&*N+1&i (/) i=1, ..., N. (72)
Proof. Define the unitary map U: l2/  l
2
/ by
(Uf )(x)={ f (x)& f (x)
x # A,
x # B.
(73)
Note U_=_U for _ # 1. We can easily check UL/U&1=&L/ . K
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Proof of Theorem 9.2. Assume x, y # A or x, y # B. Since every path
joining x and y has even length, we have p(n, x, y)=0 for n=2m&1.
For n=2m,
p(n, x, y)=m( y) |
1
:
N
i=1
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) d/
=m( y) |
1
*1(/)n ,/, 1(x) ,/, 1( y)+*N(/)n ,/, N(x) ,/, N( y) /
+m( y) |
1
:
N&1
i=2
*i (/)n ,/, i (x) ,/, i ( y) d/. (74)
Recall that *1(/)n=*N(/)n for n=2m. In view of the proof of the above
Proposition, one may assume ,/, N=U,/, 1 around /=1, and hence
,1, N(z)={m(F)
&12
&m(F)&12
z # a,
z # B.
(75)
Therefore
p(n, x, y)t2m( y) m(F)&1 |
1
*1(/)n d/
t2
m( y) m(F) (k2)&1
vol(1 )
(4?n)&k2, (n=2m A ) (76)
When x # A, y # B or x # B, y # A, every path joining x and y has odd
length, and we have p(n, x, y)=0 for n=2m. For n=2m&1,
*1(/)n=&*N(/)n and ,1, N(z) ,1, N( y)=&m(F)&1. (77)
A similar argument as above gives the asymptotic of p(n, x, y) in this case
as well.
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.2. K
Remark. An expression of the asymptotic of the integral in the right
hand side of (51) is also obtained by the Laplace method (see [1] for
instance). For our purpose, however, it is more convenient to compute the
integral in a direct way as is seen in the proof of Theorem 9.1.
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10. COMPUTATION OF VOL(1 )
When X is the maximal abelian covering graph of X0 , vol(1 )=vol(J(X0)).
Find a Z-basis c1 , ..., ck of H1(X0 , Z) and the dual basis u1 , ..., uk of H1(X0 , Z),
i.e;, ui (cj)=$i, j . Since
H1(X0 , R)=[ y1u1+ } } } + ykuk | yi # R]$Rk,
H1(X0 , Z)=[z1 u1+ } } } +zk uk | zi # Z],
(78)
vol(J(X0))=vol(H1(X0 , R)H1(X0 , Z)) is given by - det (ui , uj) .
1. Zk-lattice (see Fig. 1). The (i, j)-element of the table is ui (ej).
e1 e2 } } } ek
u1 1 0 } } } 0
u2 0 1 } } } 0
b 0 0 } } } 0
uk 0 0 } } } 1
ci=ei for i=1, ..., k. vol(J(X0))=- det (ui , uj) =1.
2. The hexagonal lattice (see Fig. 2)
e1 e2 t
u1 23 &13 &13
u2 &13 23 &13
c1(e1 , t ), c2=(e2 , t ). det (ui , uj)=| 23&13
&13
23|=
1
3. vol(J(X0))=1- 3.
FIG. 1. Zk-Lattice (k=2).
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FIG. 2. Hexagonal lattice.
When X is a non-maximal abelian covering graph of X0 with the torsion
free covering transformation group 1, it suffices to find a Z-basis v1 , ..., vk
of the lattice
L=[| # H1(X0 , Z) | |(c)=0 for every closed path c in X0
whose lift c~ is a closed path in X].
We have
vol(1 )=- det (vi , vj) .
3. The triangular lattice (see Fig. 3)
e1 e2 e3
u1 1 0 0
u2 0 1 0
u3 0 0 1
e1 e2 e3
v1 1 &1 0
v2 0 1 &1
c0=(e1 , e2 , e3). c0 is the 1-cycle whose lift is a closed path in X. v1=u1&u2
and v2=u2&u3 form a Z-basis of the lattice L.
det (vi , vj) = } 2&1
&1
2 }=3.
vol(1 )=- 3.
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FIG. 3. Triangular lattice.
4. The Kagome lattice (see Fig. 4)
e1 e2 e3 e4 t1 t2
u1 46 16 &16 &26 16 &16
u2 16 46 &16 16 &26 &16
u3 &16 &16 46 &16 &16 &26
u4 &26 16 &16 46 16 &16
c1=(e1 , t 2 , t1), c2=(c2 , t 1), c3=(e3 , t 2), c4=(t1 , e4 , t 2). c1 and c2&c3+c4
are the 1-cycles whose lifts are closed paths in X. v1=u2+u3 and
v2=u3+u4 form a Z-basis of the lattice L.
e1 e2 e3 e4 t1 t2
v1 0 12 12 0 &12 &12
v2 &12 0 12 12 0 &12
det(vi , vj)=| 112
12
1 |=
3
4 . vol(1 )=- 32.
FIG. 4. Kagome lattice.
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11. APPENDIX (DIRECT INTEGRAL DECOMPOSITIONS)
We construct a unitary map l2(V)   1 l
2
/ d/. The correspondence
between f # l2(V) and [ f/ # l2/ | / # 1 ] # 

1 l
2
/ d/ is given as follows. Let
f # C0(V), a function with finite support. Define
f/(x)= :
+ # 1
/(+) f (+&1x). (79)
Then we see
f/(_x)= :
+ # 1
/(+) f (+&1_x)= :
{ # 1
/(_{) f ({&1x)
=/(_) :
{ # 1
/({) f ({&1x)=/(_) f/(x). (80)
The l2-norm of f/ is computed as
|
1
& f/&2 d/=|
1
:
x # F
f/(x) f/(x) m(x) d/
= :
x # F
:
_, + # 1
f (_&1x) f (+&1x) m(x) |
1
/(_) /(+) d/
= :
x # F
:
_ # 1
| f (_&1x)|2 m(x)
= :
x # F
:
_ # 1
| f (_&1x)|2 m(_&1x)
= :
x # V
| f (x)|2 m(x)=& f &2. (81)
Therefore the correspondence f # C0(V) [ [ f/ | / # 1 ] extends to an isometry
l2(V)   1 l
2
/ d/. The inverse of this isometry is given by [ f/ | / # 1 ] [ f
=1 f/ d/ # l
2(V).
Note added in proof. Recently the first and third named authors have established a local
central limit theorem and an asymptotic expansion for p(n, x, y) as n goes to infinity.
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